
 

 

 

PRACTICE PAPER SA-II 

Sub: English 

Class: II 

 

I. Rewrite the following sentences using capital letters and full stops. 

1. neet lives in Mumbai 

2. kolkata is in east india 

3. reshma is an indian girl 

4. the reabbit was very clever 

II. Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct describing word. 

1. A peacock is a_________ bird (beautiful / ugly) 

2. A balloon is ______( heavy / weight) 

3. The moon is ______(hard / soft) 

4. The tortoise is ______ (swift / slow) 

III. Write the opposites of the given words 

1. coward X____________  2. dull X____________ 3. dry X____________  

4. wise X____________  5. deep X____________ 6. cruel X ____________  

7. punish X ____________  8. hate X ____________ 9. kind X ____________ 

10. friend X ____________  11. younger X ____________   12. rich X ____________ 

13. height X ____________  14. first X ____________  

IV. Rearrange the words to make questions 

1. you noodles like do     4. you noodles like do 

2. ice cream like do you    5. milk do like you  

3. do tea you like     6. like you do apples 

V. Circle the correct verb form 

1. Hi, I am Deepak, and I act / acts in films 

2. My father is a police officer. He stop / stops crimes 

3. Aparna Gaur is an artist. She draw / draws pictures. 

4. We are students. We work / works hard. 

5. My parents teach / teachers at a primary school. 

VI. Use was or were in the blanks 

1. The boys _____ jumping in the pond. 
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2. He _____ working hard. 

3. Her baby _____ crying 

4. The boys _____ swimming 

5. My shoes _____ not clean 

6. We _____absent yesterday 

7. The teacher _____ in the class 

8. The children _____ in the park 

VII. Write synonyms (similar words) 

1) sick    2) street   3) complete    4) close 

VIII. Write meanings   

1) afraid    2) forgive   3) trop    4) trop 

2) guard   6) palace   7) escape   8) angel 

9) abuse   10) garbage       

IX. Use articles in the blanks, a, an or the 

1) ___________ apple  2) ___________elephant  3) ___________onion 

2) ___________world  5) ___________ sun   6) ___________ bag 

7) ___________ week  8) ___________ moon  9) ___________easy chair 

10) ___________ man 

X. Use correct form of the verb. 

1. You _______ the ball (kick) 

2. I _______ a game yesterday (play) 

3. They _______ a picture (paint) 

4. He _______ the door (open) 

5. I _______ my teeth yesterday (brush) 

6. Asad _______ the book on table (keep) 

7. Raj _______ to my house, yesterday (come) 

8. The teacher _______ the story of Cinderella (tell) 

9. Sonu _______ us biscuits yesterday (distribute) 

10. The teacher _______ us Home work yesterday (gave) 

 

 

 



XI. Look at the picture of the deer and complete the sentences about it. Choose the phrases from 

the box given below. 

 

 

 

 

A deer ______________________. 

It has ______________________. 

It runs _______________. 

It __________________. 

It ________________________. 

It’s baby _____________________. 

XII. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions. 

 

a) The cat is ________________the table. 

b) The dog is ______________the table. 

c) The doll is ____________the cupboard. 

d) The bottle is ___________________. 

e) The basket is ___________________. 

f) The orange is ____________________. 

g) The teapot is _______________________. 

XIII. Put in suitable prepositions and fill in the blanks. 

 

1. Our house is __________________the sea. 

2. The chair is ____________the table. 

3. The nest is _____________the two branches. 

4. The car is _______________the scooter. 

5. The dog is __________the sofa. 

6. The chicks are _______________the hen and cock. 

7. The boy stood _______________his mother. 

8. The boy is _________________the tree. 

 

 

      lives in the jungle             lives in a herd       

       spots on its body         eats grass and leaves 

      is called fawn                    very fast 

In    on under     beside   

near      beside  behind   between  



XIV. Fill in the blanks with words from the list below. 

 

 

1. Prophet Ibrahim (AS) father was a _______________. 

2. The people of Babylonia were __________Worshippers. 

3. Prophet Ibrahim (AS) believed that the true God is the ____________of all the wonderful 

things. 

4. ________________is the one who gives life and death. 

XV. Answer the following questions 

1. How was Hazrat umar (RA) 

2. What did the mother ask the daughter to do? 

3. Who sacrificed all his wealth for Islam? 

4. What did Abu Bakr (RA) ask our prophet Muhammed (SAW)? 

5. How was the king of Babylonia? 

6. How did Hazrat Abu Bakr (KA) react to the nomads abuse? 

7. Here did the sultan go for hunting? 

8. Why was the farmer rewarded? 

9. Who are on the way to school? 

10. Who is careless? 

11. What is the moral of the story, ‘while coming home’? 

12. What did namrud ask prophet Ibrahim (AS)? 

 

 

  

idol   Allah  Creator    Namrud   sculptor  


